
 

European proposal to ban American lobsters
to move forward

September 6 2016, by David Sharp

The European Union will conduct a more extensive review of a proposal
to ban lobsters imported from the U.S. and Canada after a scientific
panel concluded Sweden raised valid points in its request to declare the
American lobster an invasive species.

The opinion of the European Union's Scientific Forum on Invasive Alien
Species sets in motion a broader review that also will take into account
the opinions of North American officials, who've criticized the proposal
to ban American lobsters.

The international dispute started when Sweden announced it had found
32 American lobsters in the country's waters earlier this year and that
they pose a threat to native crustaceans.

Lobstermen in the U.S. and Canada, which together export $200 million
worth of lobster to EU countries each year, had hoped to stop the
proposal before it moved any further.

The congressional delegation in Maine, the nation's lobster leader, issued
a statement saying the EU's actions represent an "unnecessary
overreaction that would have devastating economic effects on the
American lobster industry that supports so many Mainers and their
families."

A spokesman for the European Union stressed that the scientific panel's
conclusion is considered preliminary. The full review won't be
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completed until spring at the earliest.

The expanded review will include issues raised by scientists in the
United States and Canada, and it'll also consider economic impact and
means of protecting native lobsters other than an outright ban, the
European Union's executive body said Tuesday in a statement.

It's unclear how the American lobsters ended up in Swedish waters.

Sweden's Agency for Marine and Water Management contends the
country is right to be cautious about the appearance of a foreign species.
The agency also says more research is needed into the impact of cross-
breeding of American and European lobsters.

But Robert S. Steneck, a University of Maine scientist, said there's no
evidence of successful reproduction resulting in new American or hybrid
lobsters in Europe, possibly because of water temperatures or unsuitable
nursery habitat for American lobster.

Steneck said the risk of American lobsters becoming invasive in Europe
is "vanishingly small."

"I doubt there is evidence that the American lobster can increase in
abundance to the point it creates measurable harm to the ecosystem or to
humans. Those are the criteria on which 'invasive species' are defined,"
Steneck said.

The National Fisheries Institute, a U.S. seafood trade association, also
criticized the EU actions.

"You might get hit by a car crossing the street but that doesn't mean the
only way to avoid such risk is never crossing the street," spokesman
Gavin Gibbons said. "This is an attempt to supposedly introduce a zero-
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risk solution to an issue that numerous researchers have said is not a
genuine scientific concern."

Maine lobstermen like Arnie Gamage Jr. question how the lobsters got
into Swedish waters in the first place. He's among those who believe
they were illegally released.

"It seems to me that they have a problem over there with people
releasing things into the ocean. It's their problem, not our problem," he
said.

© 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
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